Cord with plug end to 120 V outlet

Keep spacing between switch & box left side as tight as possible (* See note 1)

Illuminated on/off switch (Black lugs for bulb)

Illuminated on/off switch (green block for switched power-add jumper from switched side to bulb lug)

Wires to solenoid(s) one for each pedal

Cord(s) to pedal(s)

Fuse Holder

24 VDC Transformer

Note 2. Din rail segment bolted to back (* See note 2)

Notes:

Note 1: 6 x 6 x 4 inch box is very tight. On/off switch & transformer must be carefully placed aside box latch in order not to collide when closing.

Note 2: For din rail mounted parts - do all wiring with longer wire leads & snap in when done.